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i Kappa Alpha caught hazing
ig Brothers
ig~t' dOOillS

aternity
ADAMMcHUGH

Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity has been
ctioned and placed on a six-month
bation after a two-week investigan revealed alcohol-related hazing
the hospitalization of at least one
edge at the group's "Big Brothers

t."
The Office of Student Activities
ounced the action Tuesday after a
o-week investigation into the Sept. ·
event in which pledges are teamed
active members of the fraternity,
o then assume a "big brother" role
· g the pledge period. Pledge periusually last most of a semester.
According to a university press
, the violations involved pledges
'ng alcohol at members' houses
d local taverns and the subsequent
spitalization of one pledge with a
ood alcohol level of .22, more than
'ce the legal limit of .10. ·
Pi Kappa Alpha was cited for meny abusing pledges, encouraging or
rcing the use of alcohol, promoting
ctivity that would endanger a
pective member or others, demeanprospective members and violating
estate's legal drinking age.
The fall pledge class for Pi Kappa
pha numbered 35 students. The fra'ty has 115 active members.
The probation, which was issued to

Penalty does not shock greeks
By ADAM McHUGH
Campus editor
News about Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity's six-month probation for alcohol-related hazing did not come as much of
a shock to members of other fraternities Tuesday.
"We are a social fraternity, so we are not going to try to
kid people in thinking we don't drink, but we do not favor
overconsumption," said Mike Czuba, Sigma Chi fraternity
president.
"With the new alcohol (bylaws, fraternities) must keep
a close watch on what all of its members are doing," he
said.
Joe Redshaw, vice president of Kappa Delta Rho fraternity, said his fraternity does not allow underage drinking
and that members do not force pledges to consume alcohol - a violation Pi Kappa Alpha was charged with making.
"If someone does not want to drink, that is their
choice," Redshaw said. "We don't want to force them to do
anything."
On Tuesday, the Office of Student Activitie~ announced
the fraternity Oct. 12 and is in effect
until March 15, 1994, states that during the suspension period the chapter
may not sponsor or co-sponsor any
alcoholic social function on any premises/property, must initiate its new members no later than Nov. 12, and ask
that members work with the fraternity's general headquarters to achieve
these goals.
Troy Swanson, Pi Kappa Alpha president, said he is waiting "to see how
everything comes out" before he comments on the probation. He said he is
preparing a press release that will

that Pi Kappa Alpha has been sanctioned and placed on a
six-month probation for five incidents of alcohol-related
hazing at its Sept. 29 function, "Big Brothers Night." The
incident hospitalized at least one pledge with a bloodalcohol level of .22.
The university defines hazing as "any act of action
taken, however communicated, involving or resulting in ·
abusive physical contact or mental harassment to a member of prospective member."
Pi Kappa Alpha President Troy Swanson declined to
comment Tuesday on the probation, which is the fraternity's second in the last year.
·
Czuba said it can be difficult at times to -make all
members abide by fraternity and university rules regarding consumption of alcohol.
"There's a fine line when it comes to underage drinking
because we can't always monitor all of our members,"
Czuba said.
·
·
Chad Bandy, Interfraternity Council president and
member of Sigma Pi fraternity, said the type of punishment Pi Kappa Alpha received is always a "judgment
call" depending on the severity of~ violations.

address the fraternity's probation and
what the members will do to remedy
the situation.
Student Activities Director David
Milberg said the probation will not
effect Pi Kappa Alpha's participation in
Homecoming Week activities because
those events are not alcohol-related.
Milberg said his office was made
aware of the incidents by a member of
the university housing staff on Sept.
30.
"When the 'big brothers and little
brothers' returned to their dorms,
housing staff members said they were

noticeably intoxicated," Milberg said.
He said the common behavior witnessed by the housing staffs included
passing out and vomiting.
Jim Gregory, Carman Hall complex
director, said what he saw on the night
of Sept. 29 was "extreme intoxication."
"If it was just a usual late night, we
would not have relayed anything to
student activities, but that was not the
case," Gregory said.
Milberg said many issues were
taken into consideration in deciding
action against the fraternity, including
• Continued on Page 2

unn: Tenure
ad to be part
f settlement
Eastern faculty member
Janet Francis-Laribee would
not accept a settlement of her
sexual harassment lawsuit
against the university if it
didn't include tenure, a Board
of Governors attorney said
Tuesday.
The decision to grant
Francis-Laribee tenure was
made after the BOG realized it
could be faced with the
prospect of losing an expensive
trial that may have cost the
board hundreds of thousands
of dollars.
This conclusion was made
Tuesday by BOG attorney
Mai:.k Dunn, who,. alon with
BOG Chancellor Tom Layzell,
visited Eastern to speak to the
Faculty Senate and explain the

rationale for the decision to
grant Francis-J.,aribee tenure.
Dunn, who compiled an
inch-thick document investigating Francis-Laribee's
charges, told an audience of
about 100 senate and faculty
members that his report was a
confidential attorney-client
communication and "not for
public consumption."
Dunn tried to dispel reports
that he had conspired with
Layzell in writing the report in
an attempt to "do a hatchet job
on former Eastern President
Stan Rives."
Soon after Dunn's report
was released, the BOG began
holding a series of meetings
with Rives to evaluate his perfonnance atEas.tem.
"The chancellor does not tell
" Continued on Page 2

A:..~REW VERCOUTEREN/£er1!or photographer
Janet Francis-Laribee sits next to attorney Glenn Stanko during the Faculty Senate meeting Tuesday.
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past history of disciplinary action taken against
the organization and the cooperation of local and
national chapters.
The fraternities cooperation with student
activities was a major reason for the ruling they
received, which could have been more severe, he
said.
"Certain members of Pi Kappa Alpha had
sanctions brought against them by the fraternity,
so that was taken into consideration," Milberg
said.
He said each hazing case is unique, which
accounts for differences in probations other fraternities and sororities have received as compared to Pi Kappa Alpha's ruling.
Pi Kappa Alpha's probation makes it the
fourth time in three years that an Eastern greek
organization has been charged with hazing
pledges:
• In 1990, Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity was
given a four-year suspension for hazing.
• In 1991, Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity was suspended for four years when the university concluded that pledges were physically abused in
hazing activities.
• Last year, Zeta Phi Beta sorority received a
one-year probation for hazing and recruitment
violations.
Kevin Virta, executive director of the national
chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha, said the organization
has been in almost constant contact with the
local chapter as well as student activities.
"The action we are taking is simply to help
resolve this issue from an educational standpoint,'' Virta said.
Tuesday's suspension marks the second time
the fraternity has been disciplined in the last
year. The Interfraternity Council placed Pi
Kappa Alpha on social probation from fall 1992
through last spring.
Chad Bandy, IFC president, said the fraternity
,_ s:ompl~t~d , ~~13 prQ~~tion ~n May and has been
cooperative in its dealings with the council.

me what to do and never has," Dunn said. "He is not
my client. The Board of Governors of State Colleges
and Universities is my client."
In 1990, Francis-Laribee filed a $5.1 million lawsuit against university officials and the BOG, contending the university mishandled her sexual harassment lawsuit against Efraim Turban, former distinguished professor in the Lumpkin College of
Business.
As part of her recent out-of-court settlement with
the board, Francis-Laribee was awarded $150,000,
promotion from assistant to associate professor, reassignment to acting assistant dean of graduate studies, a $500 per month pay raise and tenure.
Dunn cited Francis-Laribee's good academic record
and the likelihood of a court judgment against the
BOG as other reasons for the decision to grant
tenure.
" Despite assertions by the senate that the contract
was circumvented by the granting of tenure, Layzell
said the tenure award complied with the contract
because Rives recommended Francis-Laribee for
tenure and her department was consulted on the
matter.
Layzell called Francis-Laribee's case "extraordinary" because neither the departmental consultation
nor president's recommendation leading to her
tenure supported the move. Usually where tenure is
granted, the consultation and recommendation are
both positive.
"The board is not going to undo the settlement or
change its position," Layzell said.
Glenn Stanko, the attorney who represents
Francis-Laribee, agreed that "extraordinary circumstances" led to her tenure award. He said tenure
should not be used as a bargaining chip and that the
board did not lightly grant tenure to settle FrancisLaribee's lawsuit.
Senate member Ron Gholson said his concern with
the tenure settlement is that the BOG didn't take the
recommendation from the business department seriously.
~::;:;;::=::;:::;:;::::;:-:::'::
·· :::·':::'=-;:;"'::::·,:::::·::::::::=:=:::=:::::;::::::;:::;:;::::!,._._. ~".:I~d=-o~n't .question the importance you place on

tenure, but it is not paramount," Dunn said. "Jan
Francis-Laribee deserves to be a part of the comm
nity and the community needs to put it behind the
and move forward."
Philosophy professor Robert Barford said the
Francis-Laribee settlement is "morally wrong.
Barford said the case should have gone to court
protect the integrity of tenure.
"The real loser in this situation is not a person,
a concept," said Jeffrey Lynch, assistant dean of the
College of Arts and Humanities. "It made what·
serious a joke, and I don't think that can be undone."
In other business Tuesday, the Faculty Sena
approved the revised goals and objectives of Jo~
strategic plan.
Jorns announced his strategic plan in August. I
outlines Eastern's goals for 2000.
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ity decides
o continue
•th lawsuit
The Charleston City
uncil decided Tuesday to
tinue to pursue a lawsuit
t seeks $30,000 in delinent tourism taxes from
previous owners of the
arleston Motor Inn seek, said Mayor Dan Cougill.
In a closed session before
esday's regular council
eting, Cougill and com·ssioners agreed to keep
e lawsuit on file, pending
formal vote on the matter.
Cougill said the status of
e lawsuit could change
ime because the council
n't made a formal decion yet. A vote could come
early as the council's next
eeting,
but
Cougill
eclined to set a specific
te to consider the action.
Prior to any formal deci'on, Cougill said, the counwill have to examine all
sible ways the city might
Hect taxes.
He said because there is
ready a lien on the proper' the city could collect the
money from anyone purthasing the property and
drop the lawsuit. A lien
'flould require buyers of the
roperty to pay off the previous owner's debts to the city
before water services would
be restored.
After repeated warnings
from the city, the inn's previous owners failed to pay
their debts to the city and
were forced to close the inn
in March 1992 after the city
revoked its liquor license
and. shut off the building's
water and sewer services.
In its lawsuit against

ARJAY Hospitalities, the
inn's parent company, the
city is seeking $26,031 plus
penalties
for
unpaid
hotel/motel tourism taxes.
The penalties of 1.5 percent
per month for late payments
have accumulated since Nov.
30, 1991.
Another portion of the
lawsuit seeks collection of
delinquent water and sewer
bills totaling $1,833.
In
other
business
Tuesday:
ROBERT MANKER/Staff photographer
• Cougill introduced a
·non-agenda item that eliminated from the city's liquor
Students wait in line at the cashier's o.fftce 1Uesday in Old Main to make advance registracode the requirement for
. tion deposit payments. The payments must be made before students are allowed to regissemi-annual payments on terfor classes.
liquor licenses. The amendment to the liquor code
passed unanimously after
the council waived the twoweek public inspection periTAMMS (AP) - Oscar communities for the prison nated downtown, a restless
od.
Tamm paid $4,200 a hun- and its $11 million payroll. place where travelers, train
With the amendment in dred years ago for 3,000 State offici~ls, in announcing crews and adventurers
place, liquor license holders acres in deep Southern their selection Monday, cited stayed at the three-story
will have to pay for their Illinois, turning it into a the town's economic prob- Alexandria Hotel and drank
liquor licenses once a year, bustling railroad town that lems: It's in Illinois' poorest their fill at the bawdy "Silver
instead of the current twice- flourished until the middle of county, where nearly one out Moon" saloon, the only drinkof three people live below the ing hole in town. The opera
a-year policy. The cost of a this century.
The faded village now will poverty line and one in · five house and hotel have since
liquor license win not
spend considerably more to are unemployed.
burned down.
increase, Cougill said.
Sympathy wasn't the only
The. slide began about • The council waived the recapture what it can of its
former
glory
as
the
newly
thing
going
for
Tamms,
popu·
1955,
when passenger serpublic-inspection period and
christened
site
of
Illinois'
lation
748.
vice
was . discontinued.
voted 5-0 vote to approve an
A well-organized'' five-·'.. Witlii'n 2cf .years~ regular
ordinance granting a condi- supermaximum-security
prison. The $60 million pr0-. .county coaJitio11 th_at pro- freight_servi_ce also s_topped
tional-use permit to Joe and
ject will bring 300 perma- posed the site also promised and the stockyards were
Joanne Van Gundy of 763
nent jobs and 500 of the the prison two years of free pulled up, leaving the proud
lOth St. The couple wish to state's most violent inmates.
water and sewage and $1 rails to the weeds.
convert their residence into
"We have tried, and million in home loans for corToday, Tamms' largest
a bed-and-breakfast estab- believe me, we have tried, to rections employees.
employer is Unimin Speclishment.
bring everything from a tire
In the early 1900s, Tamms ialty Minerals Inc., which
• The council waived the factory to a (railroad) tie fac- was an important Midwest has about 100 people· workpublic-inspection period and tory in here, and we just switching point for roaring ing at two plants making cosvoted 5-0 to approve the couldn't do it," village trustee locomotives between Chicago metic powders. The racially
appointment of Chuck Carl Hileman said Tuesday. and the Gulf Coast.
mixed village has only one
Parker, Dave Shick and Ed "We're in a place that a lot of
More than 150 people part-time police officer, one
Buxton to the newly formed people from big cities just worked for the railroad in drug store, one grocery store
town.
and no motel within eight
Building Code Board of wouldn't want to move to."
Tamms beat out 30 other
A brick opera house domi- miles.
Appeals.

The waiting game

Prison is kejr for Tamms

Purchase -_,pf
additional racks to .r emedy problem
------ - -

....

By ADAM McHUGH
Campus editor

cles.
"This gives stµdents another option, ~so now
; there is no excuse- for ·them to lash their 'bikes to
Eastern's Physical Plant's purchase of eight anything other than a rack," Osborne said. ·
bicycle racks may alleviate some of the regularity
In September, the UPD began warning students
of bicycles found obstructing handicap ramps on not to lock their bicycles to a handicap ramp. After
campus, said Sgt. Ron Osborne of the University one warning, the UPD removes the student's lock
Police Department.
and charges $5 for a release fee.
"(The purchase) will help a lot because there
The program was initiated because of comhasn't been enough parking for students with plaints received by the UPD from blind students
bikes, which forces many to bolt them to a tree or and students who use wheelchairs who could not
railing," Osborne said.
proceed on ramps because bicycles hindering their
The racks, which cost $195 each, will provide path.
160 more spaces for students to park their bicyHe said student awareness of disabled students'

·.
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needs has increased with the UPD program, and
that additional ra_cks will probably end any cases
of illega~ parking of bicycles. -· , ·
"Through 'word of mouth and printing of fliers, I
think students have become a lot more aware of
this issue in the last few weeks," Osborne said.
The racks, which are expected to be installed
within the next two weeks, will be placed at the
entrances of Buzzard Hall, Coleman Hall, Klehm
Hall, the Physical Science Building, Old Main and
the University Union Walkway.
Osborne said several racks were also moved
around to areas that receive the "most traffic,"
such as Klehm Hall.
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Strategic plans are a growing fad
Chait fears the attractive
Richard Chait is wary of
principle of vision and forevisions.
sight has taken a back seat to
Not the sort one corrects
pragmatic superviwith eyeglasses and not the
" Like chic lapel simple,
sion. Pressured by, among
kind sold by gypsies out of
pins, strategic
others, trustees from the corcarnival tents. Chait, a profesporate sector, universities
sor of higher education and
plans have
have adopted business-like
management at the
"become en
dogmas of management.
University of Maryland at
vogue."
Evidently, that line of thinking
College Park, questions the
has led to programs such as
wisdom behind visions that
Chris
Priorities, Quality and
have become fashionable on
university campuses, usually
Productivity and Its sister,
Total Quality Management.
in the form of strategic plans.
In a September edition of The Chronicle of Higher
Chait says such programs rarely live up to their
original billing. Of the nation's 3,300 institution's of
Education, he offers a thoughtful commentary on the
higher learning, proponents of spelled-out "stratepopularity of strategic plans titled "Colleges Should
gies" would struggle to name more than a dozen or
Not Be Blinded By Vision."
two colleges that have been successfully "reinventChait believes the last 15 years have brought
changes to a president's role and elevated him to a
ed."
Furthermore, faculty, the largest and arguably
level of visionary leader, an "enlightened chief execmost influential of all campus groups, will overutive officer." Like chic lapel pins, strategic plans
whelmingly choose professional autonomy over a
have become en vogue.
presidential proclamation.
With an explosion of management science after
Chait argues, "Few professors are disposed to be
World War Two, Chait contends, a college presiguided, let alone summoned, by the North Star of
dent's job expanded. No longer the outdated
presidential vision. The notion signifies, sometimes
"philosopher-king," presidents were compelled to
chart explicit and exciting new courses for their Insti- arrogantly, that the president has glimpsed the
promised land and will lead the campus there."
tutions.
To many, management science is a verbose,
"By the late 1980s, a college president without a
almost encoded approach to organization command.
strategic plan was as archaic as a Hollywood talent
The alphabet soup of evaluations and overhauls
agent without a car phone," Chait writes.
The Faculty Senate Tuesday made Its final revisions doesn't lend Itself to easy interpretation. Clear
results will be even harder to come by, at least for a
on Eastern President David jorns' strategic plan, the
list of goals and "focus areas" that Is to outline the · while.
Whether the strategic plan and its yet-to-beuniversity's direction for the 21st century.
approved twin, the President Council's articulated
Regular readers of-this newspaper can be forgiven
plan, live up to their sales pitch won't be known for
for growing tired of hearing about the plan; It has
years. Few of the Ideas they contain are revolutionsaturated these pages since talk of a comprehensive
ary, but Chalt's advice bears some listening.
mission began last spring.
As Eastern takes on new guiding statements,
Yet it's a critical piece of work for this campus,
Chalt's best piece of advice may be his simplest:
one that will Impact, whether subtly and dramatical"Do the ordinary extraordinarily well."
ly, most departments In some way. Day-to-day routines probably won't change to an appreciable
degree, but, If the administration's aims work out,
- Chris Sundhelm Is news editor and a regular
the plan will set some new priorities.
columnist for The Dally Eastern News.

.s.un-•dh-e•i•m
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Graduation plan
01ay deprive
some students
The joy of a graduation ceremony for students who finish school in December may be
turned into a long, arduous trip by the universi1y.
A new plan presented by a graduation
review committee would trim the number of
graduations down from two to one. The cere_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ mony would be held in

Edito:rial

May and students who
- - - - - - - - completed their requirements in Dec-ember would have to return
for commencement.
But the idea of one graduation is faul1y and
could deprive several students of an event they
treasure. The committee needs to go back and
reasSesS' th1;-iaea·ofWaVirlg brie' graduatloh. .
-O>rnm~ ' mert'lber Amy•Jobin•said the pro.. ...
posal is good idea because students who graduate in December have to deal with finals, and
the ceremony makes it more complicated.
But it would seem that it would be more
tiresome for students who graduate in
December to come back in May for a ceremony
than graduate during finals week. Many students would have jobs and would be too busy
with their lives after graduation to bother with a
ceremony that should have occurred months
earlier.
But this may be what committee members
are counting on. The Library Quad, site of the
lone graduation, would not be big enough to
hold eveiyone who graduates. The number of
people who would not be able to attend the
one graduation would allow the Library Quad
to successfully hold the graduation.
There is another down side to the new grad. uation proposal: The number of tickets allocated per student would decrease, dropping the
number from six tickets to five.
One of the main problems with graduation
has been ticket distribution, and committee
member Steven Falk, vice president for institutional advancement, said parents have brought
young children who have taken extra seats.
In that case, the committee should work out
a system of half-tick.$ for young children or try
to somehow better regulate the audience flow Dear Editor:
This weekend, as you know, Is
so that all tickets can be sold.
Gypping the students who graduate in Homecoming for Eastern. A time for
us to reflect on those who have
December is not the answer.

··· ~

···RAr;:;

School song should
be sung proudly .
by student body

gone before us, as well as examining our own times here.
Eastern, like many other schools,
is deeply rooted in tradition. It is sad
to say that not all traditions are recognized any more.
It is embarrassing to think that the
only time the "Alma Mater" is sung
at this university is at Homecoming.
As a member of the band, I see the
music taken out and half-heartedly
memorized for the once a year

·"fOlll' tlll'Il
chore of performing the "Alma
Mater" at the game. Even more disturbing Is the fact that when we
play, very few people In the stands
know the words or recognize that
we are even playing the "Alma
Mater."
Starting this year, I would like to
invite you all to help In re-establishing an old tradition at Eastern. You
can help bring the "Alma Mater" to
the foreground as something that all
students on campus know and sing
with pride. Take it upon yourselves
to learn and love the "Alma Mater."
Teach It to those around you at football games or basketball games or
wherever you may be when the

"Alma Mater" Is being performed.
And when you hear the band playing, don't be one of those people
who stand around In disinterest or
thumb nervously through their programs looking for the words. For a
brief time, show your own pride in
Eastern.
At Thursday night's pep rally, we
will sing and play the "Alma Mater,"
so please sing along and show you
support. Here are the words:
For us arose thy walls and towers/Their beauty, strength and grace
are ours/Thy hills and prairies at thy
feet/For us In lovely landscape meet.
So must our hearts remembers
thee/So may our lives our tribute
be/So strong true and beautiful/And
brave and free/So shall our hearts
remember thee.
Jennifer Hague

e Daily EW!lte:rn News
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hursday bonfire, pep rally
o boost Homecoming spirit
Pumping up student spirit for
aturday's football game will be
e objective of the annual Homeoming bonfire/pep rally, which
· be af 8 p.m. Thursday in the
ourtyard between Lawson and
ylor halls.
The University Board will sponr the pep rally, which coordinars believe will draw more than
,OOO students.
"It's not only greek organiza"ons who come," said Christin
elson, co-chair of the homecomspirit committee. "All residence
alls, student unions and other
anizations attend the bonfire."
More than 40 organizations are
cted to attend.
Before the fire starts, the groups
· gather for a pep rally, Nelson
aid. Eastern cheerleaders will

i~~d· the ~ro~d ill"• che~ri~g r~/th~
football team and learning the
school song. Coach Bob Spoo will
then talk about Saturday's game
with Illinois State.
The Pink Panthers and the band
will perform a routine for the
crowd, and Student Body President Luke Neumann will talk
about the other Homecoming week
events.
Nelson said each organization
who participates in the bonfire
makes a symbol or effigy, which in

the past has symbolized the football team's opponent for the homecoming game.
Also, each organization will prepare a chant for the bonfire. When
the fire is lit, each organization
will perform their chant, run
around the fire and throw the
symbol into the fire.
"This is a traditional homecoming event at Eastern," Nelson said.
"In the past, it has been a real success. So much enthusiasm for the
game and school comes out of this
event."
As with all events at this years
homecoming, spirit judges will be
at the bonfire to decide which student organization exhibits the
most enthusiasm.
The faculty and student judges
will give out the Spirit and
Sportsmanship awards between
the third and fourth quarter of the
football game.

ideo to address student rights
ties editor

When does a student's rights interfere with
another's? How far can one go before a university can
legally say "enough?"
These topics and others relating to human rights
issues in an academic setting and in the society at
large, will be discussed during a live video conference
that will be shown Thursday from 11:55 a.m. to 2 p.m.
in Coleman Hall Auditorium.
The conference will feature live discussion among
panelists Blanche Wiesen Cook, professor and noted
author from City University of New York; and Nat
Hentoff, a columnist for the Washington Post.
The discussion will be moderated by Charlayne
Hunter-Gault, the Emmy ancl Peabody award-Wiillring
national correspondent for "The MacNeil/Lehrer Hews
Hour."
Discussion topics include the rights of students and
faculty to express themselves on campus, the history of

the First Amendment and its court interpretations,
how the First and 14th amendments clash, and the
scope and limitations of the freedo~ of speech in the
classroom and campus community,
"The rights of students and faculty to express themselves on campus are tremendously complex," said
Cynthia Nichols of Eastern's Office of Affirmative
Action, co-sponsor of the video conference.
"The video conference will generate a stimulating
discussion among panelists about how these two
amendments can create conflict on college campuses
and in today's society," Nichols said.
'
Other areas to be covered include how traditional

Adolescents top victims Qf abuse
CHICAGO (AP) -Adolescents account for one-fourth
of child abuse victims and are less likely to get help
from state agencies and more likely to be seen as
deserving of mistreatment, the American Medical
Association says.
"Adolescents experience maltreatment at rates equal
t.o or exceeding those of younger children," said a report
in Wednesday's issue of the Journal of the American
Medical Association.
"Recent increases in reported cases of maltreatment
have occurred disproportionately among older children
and adolescents," added the report, by the AMA
Council on Scientific Affairs, which reviewed the most
recent studies.
Adolescents are less likely to come to the attention of
child-protection agencies and more likely to be seen as
responsible for their maltreatment, the council said.

"With teen-agers, we tend to believe they're big, they
have big mouths, they can defend themselves. We tend
to be less sympathetic," said Dr. Arthur Elster, director
of the AMA's Department of Adolescent Health.
In 1990, more than 208,000 youths ages 12 through
17 were reported to child-protection agencies as victims
of abuse, the council said, citing figures from the
National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect.
Youths represented 25 percent of all cases reported;
they were abused at a rate of 23 per 1,000 in their age
group, a rate equal to or greater than that in any other
age group, the council said.
Physical abuse of adolescents - punching, beating,
kicking, burning or otherwise harming - is associated
with anxiety, depression, adjustment and acting-out
problems, drug use, self-destructive or reckless behavjors or suicidal ideas and actions, studies have shown.
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Small town musical to take the stage Stand-up
By SUSAN KIEL

Activities editor -

Havers Holler, WV, an original musi.cal by Eastern professors Henry Butler
and Marjorie A. Duehmig opens tonight
at 8 p.m. on the Main Stage in the
Doudna Fine Arts Center.
The musical centers on life in a small
town, Duehmig said. Havers Holler is
the name of the town in the play. The
WV stands for West Virginia.
"It's all about small town life,"
Duehmig said. "It really could have been
set anywhere in the Midwest, we just
chose West Virginia."
The 17-member cast features senior
Jason Winfield and freshmen Brad

Decker and Tracy Ridenour in the lead on the musical last September. Duehmig
roles. Winfield plays the narrator Luke did most of the authoring and Butler
Cody; Decker is the leading male, Ed, composed the music.
"We (she and butler) had wanted to
and Ridenour is the leading female,
Wendy.
work together for some time and see
Aside from the work being done on what we could do together," Duehmig
stage by cast members, students are fill- said. "I'm very pleased with the outing some first-time behind the scenes come."
roles for the production. Four students
Havers Holler, WV, will run at 8 p.m.
-have stepped up to positions generally Oct. 20 through 23 and 27 through 29 at
handled by theater professors.
2 p.m. Oct. 24 and 31.
Senior theater major Amy Sherwood
Tickets can be purchased at the
designed the costumes, senior theater University Theater Ticket Office
major Brandon Hoefle designed the between 1 and 5 p.m. and one hour prior
lighting, junior Julia Dugler chore- to each performance.
ographed the production and junior
Ticket prices are $6 for adults, $5 for
David Plug was the sound designer.
senior citizens and children and $3 for
Butler and Duehmig began working Eastern students with a valid ID.

Bill to curb violence Palestinian prisoner
in TV COillillercials released by Israel
WASHINGTON (AP) Television viewers who
intend to watch a wholesome program with their
children often are exposed
to violent scenes from movie
promotions, says a senator
who is trying to curb the
practice.
"These promos can defeat
parents' best efforts to protect their children from violence on television," Sen.
Carl Levin, D-Mich., said
this week. "While a parent
can prevent a children from
watching a TV show which
is known to be violent, it is
impossible for a parent to
prevent a child from watching a violent or offensive
scene when it is part of pro, mos or commercials tucked

~

a~'
!Pti~rs
TONIGHT!

$1.50
Quarts -

into an 9therwise nonviolent, family-oriented show."
Levin was scheduled to
testify Wednesday at a hearing on TV violence before
the Senate Committee on
Commerce, Science and
Transportation.
He has proposed legislation that would require local
TV stations, networks and
cable operators to keep commercial spots for at least 30
days after they have been
all:ed, and provide copies to
the public if requested.
Levin said his staff tried
to get copies of a violent
movie "trailer" aired during
a family program, but the
national network and local
station each said they didn't _
have copies.

DEIR EL BALAH, Occupied
Gaza Strip (AP) - Released
after 23 years in jail, Israel's
longest-held Palestinian prisoner returned home Tuesday a
symbol of the changes brought
by the peace accord with the
PLO.
"My happiness will be complete when all prisoners are
released," said Salim Hussein
Zerai, 53, who was greeted by
hundreds of supporters
around his family home chanting, "The olive branch lives
on!"
Zerai, sentenced to life in
prison after an an attempted
seaborne raid on Israel in
1970, was the first of thousands of prisoners expected to
be freed by Israel over the
coming weeks.
Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin said details of future

Wednesday at

c./[a.rty's
Quarter Pounder w/cheese ·
bacon, lettuce, tomato w/fries

$2.99
Large basket of Cheese 'N Crackers $1

Any 6~' Sub,
Small Drink
and Chips

$3.29
636 W. Lincoln

hits the
Union
Comedian Tommy Blaze
will perform at 8 p.m.
tonight as part of the
University Board's Subway
Cqmedy series in the
Rathskellar, located in the
east wing basement of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
In his stand-up, Blaze
touches on everything from
growing up to grownups,
from James Bond to James
Brown, and from men to
women, according to a UB
press release.
Blaze
has
made
appearences on MTV,
Showtime and Star
Search.
Tickets for the performance are on sale now at
the University Ticket
Office located in the Union,
or can be purchased at the
door.
Ticket prices are $1 for
students with valid ID's
and senior citizens, and $3
for the general public
The UB's Subway
Committee is a student
fee-funded organization
that provides programing
to Eastern students and
the community.
- Staff report
.~
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$1 Ute &. GD Drafts
Special "Hump Day" 4 O'Clock Club

Daily Special

releases would be discussed
during talks on implementing
autonomy for Palestinians in
the Gaza Strip and the town of
Jericho in the occupied West
Bank. The talks, in Taba,
Egypt, resume Wednesday.
"I think that in the next few
days the issues will be raised
and clarified and decisions will
be made," Rabin said.
Israeli press reports said
the first releases would
involve up to 6,000 prisoners
over several weeks.
For the leaders of the
Palestine Liberation Organization, the release of prisoners
is a priority. They see it as the
fastest way to reassure
Palestinians wary about the
accord that it will bring tangible results prior to a broader
settlement for 'a ll of the occupied lands.
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4-6
..Marty's se1Ves only cold, premium
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GANDOLFI
CHIROPRACTIC
In Charleston

EVERYTHING'S FREE
After nine years of providing Eastern
Students with quality Chiropractic care, we
are welcoming the students back to school.
To welcome you back we are offering to perform our services on your first visit absolutely free with this certificate! This includes
consultation, treatment , and x-rays if indicated. Call NOW to schedule your appointment.

Jl1fflllntl4'4
GREAT MEXICAN
FOOD

-· Tonight:
Free Pool 5-8 p.m.
*With Drink Puchase
$ 1.00 pints of Leinie

• Sandwiches - • Mexican Food
• Beer and Wine • Homemade Desserts
• Dinners
• Freshly Baked Muffins

'Try Our 'Dai{y f]reakfast Specia{s

and Lowenbrau

Tomorrow:
In the Dungeon

The Drovers

7th and ·Madison
{ 1 Block North of the Square)

345-7427

GANDOLFI CHIROPRACTIC
21 15 18 th St. Call 345-4065
*New Patients only, Certificate
must be presented on 1st visit
Expires Oct. 31, 1993
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angers leave So~alia
$15
•thout capturing Aidid

EIU DORM FRIDGES

WASHINGTON (AP) - In
further step back from
med confrontation with
ohamed Farrah Aidid,
sident Clinton ordered a
Hout Tuesday of Army
ger forces he had sent to
malia to capture the clan
der.
The move reflected the
ministration's effort to
ift the focus in Somalia
ward pursuing a political
ttlement following the
aths of 18 Americans in
e disastrous Ranger raid
Aidid loyalists Oct. 3.
"Right now we are engagin a political process to
how we can resolve our
· sion in Somalia," Clinton
Id reporters at the White

House. "So right now we're
in a stand-down position."
At the Pei;itagon, spokeswoman Kathleen deLaski
said a Ranger task force of
about 750 men would be
withdrawn from Somalia "in
the next couple of days."
Officials declined to provide
a full breakdown, but the
withdrawal
apparently
includes about 600 members
of the
7 5th
Ranger
Regiment and about 150
support forces such as members of the 160th Special
Operations
Aviation
Regiment.
Sixteen of the 18
Americans who died in the
Oct. 3 raid were members of
the Ranger task force.

DeLaski said about 6,300
U.S. troops now remain in
Somalia, of which about
2, 700 are assigned to the
U.N. command providing
support such as logistical
expertise.
Clinton said the time was
right to pull out the Rangers
because two Marine Expeditionary Units, totaling
about 3,600 men with helicopters and armored vehicles, had arrived off the
Somali coast aboard Navy
ships. Clinton suggested the
Marines could substitute for
the Rangers if necessary,
although deLaski said there
were no plans to bring the
Marines ashore, barring an
emergency.

PRESENTS
HAVER'S HOLLER, WV

l

an original musical
by
MARJORIE A.DUEHMIG and
HENRY BUTLER

Featuring Big Ben
Bud light &.. Miller Lite
20 oz. Drafts $ 1s

Pool $tn
Hot Buffet w I salad bar $5ll
ALL YOU CAN EAT
Wednesday Lunch: BBQ Riblet Sandwich $4:1!1
Wednesday Dinner. 6 oz. Ribeye Fries, Side Salad $SS
WORLD SERIES HEADQUARRRS
Sunday Brunch: 10-2 All You Can Eat
Call to rent our new ·banquet facility for your special event
Never a Cover
19 to enter: 21 to drink ID - drivers license

l

Tonight and Tomorrow at 8 p.m.
also
8 p.m. October 22,23,27,28,29,30
2 p.m. October 24, 31
on the Mainstage
Doudna Fine Arts Center
$8ADULTS
$6 SENIORS AND YOUTH
$4 EIU STUDENTS
CALL 581-3110 FOR TICKET INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
The University Theater Ticket Office is open from 1 to 5
p.m. Mon. thru Fri. and one hour before each performance. Patrons with special needs are requested to
provide advance notification.
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Weekend Bus Service
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"We find ourselves outraged
eerie echo of the first Rodney
King beating trial: another by these verdicts, as much as
failed prosecution based on we were when the Simi Valley
dramatic, presumably ironclad courthouse jury acquitted the
video evidence.
four Los Angeles police officers
A vast majority of the public who beat King," The Presswas left asking: What went Courier of Oxnard said in an
wrong? Is seeing no longer editorial Tuesday. "Justice is
believing? The jury did find supposed to be blind. But not
Williams and Watson guilty of that blind."
several reduced charges and
Legal experts were more
resumed deliberations Tues- understanding. They said
day on two undecided counts: Tuesday that videotapes are
an attempted premeditated not necessarily the smoking
murder charge against guns of evidence.
Williams, one of the most
Prosecutors also must show
severe charges carrying a intent to commit a crime.
maximum life prison term,
"The only lesson to be
and a lesser count against learned from this," said UCLA
Watson of assault on another law professor Peter Arenella,
truck driver at the start of the "is that a videotape can't be
1992 riots.
· your whole case."

Way Back Wednesday

ORIGINAL

UNIVERSITY THEATRE

ating with Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole, RKan., in an effort to modify his amendment that
would restrict spending for American forces in
Haiti unless Congress approves.
"I want to give the president the benefit of
the doubt, particularly in foreign policy, so we
can come to closure on some agreement," Dole
said. "If not, we11 just have the debate and have
a vote up or down on the amendments as
they're presently drafted."
It was the second time in a week that the
White House found itself fending off a single
senator and his effort to restrict presidential
authority.
Last week, it was Sen. Robert Byrd, D-W.Va.,
and Somalia.
Clinton has said he opposes all three of the
restrictive efforts: the prospective Dole amendment to the 1994 defense spending bill, a measure ordering that American troops in U.N.
operations always be under U.S. command, and
a provision requiring congressional approval for
sending forces to Bosnia.

Restaurant, Sports Bar
&.. Banquet facility

1

345-7083

ideo tape fails to convict
LOS ANGELES (AP) · lions who watched black
en pummeling white trucker
ginald Denny into a bloody
p on live television while
e of the attackers danced a
' felt they were eyewitnesses
a ghastly crime.
In the same worldwide
udience were many whose
s had reeled a year earli:er at videotaped images of
hite policemen smashing
atons into black motorist
odney King as he endured
ectric shocks, staggered and
lled on the ground.
But when the words "Not
Guilty" were uttered 16 times
Monday in the Denny beating
trial of Damian Williams and
Henry Watson, there was an

THIRSTY S
NICKEL
NIGHT

Order Now for Oct. 21 delivery

enate questions Clinton's
se of combat troops abroad
WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate Democrats
Republicans clashed Tuesday over giving
ess a greater say in President Clinton's
''ty to use combat troops abroad. The White
e fought to halt or soften three different
ures.
"I don't see how you can prospectively tell the
antler in chief what he can do with armed
s," said Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., in an
ent that crossed party lines.
But efforts to pass the measures continued,
ed in part by congressional dissatisfaction
'th the administration's foreign policymaking.
Meanwliile, the U.S. Navy said it stopped and
ded a Belizian ship off the coast of Haiti
esday afternoon, the first such action since
reimposition of an oil and weapons embargo
' tHaiti.
The master of the boarded ship, who said he
· carrying cement, cooperated with the Navy,
rding to the Pentagon. There was no imme. te word on what the inspectors found.
In Washington, the White House was negoti-
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"My Secretary"- Resumes, lettrs, and papers. For appointment, call 345-6807 after 4 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/10

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-

line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
-assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT:
Students Needed! Earn up to
$2,500+/mo. in cannerie sor on
fishing vessels. Many employers provided Room & Board &
Transportation. No experience
necessary. For more information call: (206) 545-4155, ext.
A5738.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS
DUE TO PROGRAM EXPANSION: HABILITATION AIDES,
HOUSEKEEPING/JANITORIAL
STAFF, ACTIVITIES STAFF,
DIETARY STAFF, AND SUPERVISORY POSITIONS AT ALL
LEVELS.
COMPETITIVE
SALARIES .
BENEFITS
WHERE APPLICABLE. APPLY
l!'J PERSON AT 738 18TH ST.,
73818TH ST., CHAS., IL EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/10
FREE TRIPS & CASH! Call us
and find out how hundreds of
students are already earning
FREE TRIPS and LOTS of
CASH with America's #1 Spring
Break Company! Choose
Cancun , Bahamas, Jamaica,
Panama, Daytona or Padre!
CALL NOW! TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328SAVE or (617) 424-8222.
_ _ _ _ _ _ caMW10/22
TUTOR needed in Chemistry &
Spanish for H.S. student. Call
345-9475 after 5 p.m.

Sublessor needed for spacious
one bedroom uptown apartment for Spring '94. Call any
time. 348-0385.

Dorm-size refrigerators for rent.
Carlyle Rentals, 820 Lincoln St.
348-7746. 9-5.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/10
2 bedroom apartment for two to
four people. Furnished, heat
paid . Available immediately.
Lincolnwood
Pinetree
Apartments. 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/10
Two bedroom house. Ideal for 2
to 4 persons. Phone: 345-2416.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/26

WE ARE A YOUNG AND CARI NG COUPLE WHO WANT
NOTHING MORE THAN TO BE
PARENTS. WE CAN OFFER SO
MUCH TO A CHILD IF GIVEN
THE CHANCE . A LOVING
HOME, EAGER GRANDPARENTS, SECURITY AND A
BRIGHT FUTURE . IF ADOPTION IS A THOUGHT FOR
YOU, PLEASE CALL MIM AND
RANDY. 1-800451-4573.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/1
We are a happy, stable couple
wanting to adopt. We are
unable to have children. Your
child will have very opportunity
in life. We own our own home
and have strong family ties.
Expenses paid. Call collect
Dennis or Melody, 815-6458202 or John 800-241-5384
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21

~~~Ii-:
F.~~ A!-E;

SUB LES SOR S
NEEQE,_D r ~gr 11 Sp .,, 9,~ . 9,}"t~ -.:
room, furn1shetl, $185/ mo. +
util. 348-5070.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
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LOST: BLUE ID HOLDER. IF
FOUND, PLEASE RETURN.
CALL 581-2482.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21

:i Daily htem Iews
Classified Ad Form
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: ----------~-----Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Student

O Yes O No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ad to read:

Under Classification of: -- -- - - - - - -- - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _C.ompositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0 Cash·

Payment:

0 Check

0 Credit

Check number _ _ _ _ __

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS

The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

Lost: Glasses & glass case.
Glass case is green. The glasses have black trim.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
Lost: Casio graphing calculator
in black case. $25 reward if
returned. Please call 345-9383.
'
10/26

1978 Full Size Mercury Wagon,
390 cu. in ., V-8 , AC, driven
daily. 93 kmi, $700 OBO. Call
581-2429.

SCHOLARSHIP
MONEY
AVAILABLE! $6 .6 BILLION
UNCLAIMED LAST YEAR!
Recorded message gives
details. 345-2629, ext. 112.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/10
Costumes: Adult rentals, child
sales. Broadway Bazaare, 2354844.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
SWEET TREAT BALLOON BOK'S FOR HALLOWEEN. UP UP
& AWAY, 1503 ?TH, 345-9462.
_ _ca10/18,20,22,25,27,29
IT'S THAT TIME OF YEAR
FOR WARBLER PHOTOS.
WARBLER GROUP PHOTOS,
OCT. 25-0CT. 29. WARBLER
INDIVIDUAL PORTRAITS,
OCT. 25-NOV. 5. SULLIVAN
ROOM, 3RD FLOOR, UNIVERSITY UNION. FOR MORE
INFO CALL MIKE HESTER AT
581-2812 OR 581-6550.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
SARAH KIJEWSKI: You looked
so BEAUTIFUL at coronation
Monday! We were all very
proud to have you representing
us! Love, your DELTA ZETA sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
Hey PHI SIGMA SIGMA: Let's
win homecoming! The Men of
SIGMA NU
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20

29 Pivoted, in a
53 Challenging
way
reply to 58 Down
1 Fool
56 Group with no
33 Elec _units
&G.I. truant
strings attached
34 Navigate the air
10 Some "citrus
57 With-it, 1940's
36 Eggs, to Ovid
drinks
style
37 Screwballs
14 Mrs. Ralph
eo Fool
39 White-tailed
Kramden
12Reside
eagle
15 "--smile be
M Group for 43
40Seal
Across
yo~r umbrella
42D.D.E.'s1940's ea Leather piercers
"show
place"
16 Ballerina's mini
&&Charter
43 Ancient
67 Most prose·
17 Nut pine
monastic
cutors: Abbr.
18 Fool
Palestinian
ea Fool
20 Kickapoo 's kin 46 Eye with a
690ver
21 off (angry)
purpose
23 MQurnful tolls
47 Split
DOWN
24 Pope's capelike 49TV's Dillon
vestment
51 Cocktail-party
1Takes40 winks
26 Zeus , as seen
fare
2 Pelvic bones
by Leda
52 Official
3Fool
proclaimer
27 Lax in duty
4 Sgt. maj ., e.g .
s Busybodies
& "The Sandbox"
playwright
7Tuesday-8 Siouan of Neb.
9Fool
10 Greek Minerva
11 In which
seconds come
first
12 Collective abbr.
13 What comes out
in the wash
19 Tricksters
22 Literary lioness
25 What insurers
insure against
26 Proust character
27 Libertines
28 Ham Hamlet

COSTUME RENTAL! HUGE
ADULT SELECTION! REASONABLE RATES. 7 P.M.-9
P.M. SUNDAY-THURSDAY. 310
MADISON, CHARLESTON .
345·2617.
_ _ _ _ _ ca10/4-7, 11-29
Student Senate Candidate petitions now available in 201
Union . Due back Oct. 29 at
4 :00 p.m . PICK ONE UP
TODAY!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/28
DZ PIKA EIU . . . DZ PIKA EIU
... DZ PIKE EIU . ..
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
IT'S THAT TIME OF YEAR
FOR WARBLER PHOTOS.
WARBLER GROUP PHOTOS.
OCT. 25-0CT. 29. WARBLER
INDIVIDUAL PORTRAITS
OCT. 25-NOV. 5. SULLIVAN
ROOM 3RD FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION. FOR MORE
INFO CALL MIKE HESTER AT
581-2812 OR 581-6550.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
Help Needed: Anyone interested in volunteering to usher for
the Parent's Weekend Concert
on Nov. 6, (Both Shows) please
call Carey at 345-9565. Leave
a mesage OR leave your name
and number in Rm 201 of
University Union.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
SPIDER, PUMPKIN, MONSTER AIR WALKERS FOR
HALLOWEEN, $8.99. UP UP &
AWAY, 1503 ?TH ST., 3459462.
_ _ca10/18,20,22,25,27,29
Help! Help! Help! We need your
help for UNICEF Sunday.
Please call 348-0147.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
KEVIN STANGEL of PI KAPPA
ALPHA : Congratulations on
· being named HOMECOMING
KING! We are looking forward
to having a GREAT week! Love,
the ladies of DELTA ZETA
10/20
Phi Sig and SN pomp, pomp,
pomp, pomp, pomp, pomp,
pomp, pomp, pomp!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20

Congratulations to Matt
Raymond and Rick Wright for
being inducted to the honorary
order of the Omega.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
ALESHA GUNDERSON o
DELTA ZETA: I'm looking for
ward
to
an
awesom
Homecoming! Your PIKE PAL
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20.
ASTs: Congratulations on wi
ning FIRST and SECON
place in Pickleball.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
KRISTIN ZOLASKI and MA
JO ODUM of TRI-SIGMA:
both looking beautiful at co
nation. Your sisters were
proud of you!

_________1

WATCH
YOUR
BAC
HALLOWEEN BOOS AR
COMING SOON-SEND YOU
PALS A PERSONAL TH
WILL HAUNT THEM FO
LIFE! LOOK FOR THEM I
THE NEWS.

________1

Phi Sig New Members:. Fire
for Homecoming. It's going
be a blast! Phi Sig Love, Yi
Sisters.

ACROSS

6D

64
68

67

29 Ending for yes

or no
30Fool
31 Ills
32Valleys
35 Endows with
power
38Work in
installmemts
41 "The Last Days
of Pompeii "
heroine
44Fool
45 Merit

48 Experts
50 "What has four

wheels and
flies? "
52 "- - thou by
searching find
out God?": Job
53Pelion 's
companion
54 Moved quickly

55 Familiar temp.
residence
56 Flax or cotton
pod
58 Or - - (words
of a threat)
59 Argued a case
81 Jefferson bill
&3 Cyst of a kind

P.M.

WTW0·2

WCIA·3

WAND·7 17

ESPN·24

USA-26

WGN-16 9C

WILL-12

LIFE-38

Fox-8 55

DISC-33

WEIU-9 51

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

News
Inside Edition

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Cops

SportsCenter
Bowling

Major Dad
Wings

Designing Women
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved
Mysteries

Roseanne
Cheers

Mac& Mutley
Pet Connection

Reading Rainbow
Gerber!

Unsolved
Mysteries

World Series:
Game4

Thea
Joe's Life

Murder
She Wrote

Movie: Operation
Cobra

Live from the
Lincoln Center

L.A. Law

Beverly Hills 90210

Living Planet

Little House

Movie: Lost
Angels

Melrose Place

Wings

Bonanza

Now

Home Improve.
Grace Under Fire

Law&Order

Crusaders

News
Tonight

To be Announced
News

News
Married . ..

Boxing

Speed Week
SportsCenter

Movie: Pet
Sematary

Major Dad
Wings

News

Great Performances

Star Trek: The
Next Generation

Beyond 2000

News
America

Night Court
Renegade

Being Served?
Movie

Chevy Chase

Living Planet

Roy Rogers
Movie

Unsolved Myst.

Movie: Walking
Tall, Part 2
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Is
Genetski:
gratulations on making
ecoming Court. Your
about Date couldn't be
excited.1!111
10/20

JASON! Let's do lunch FRIDAY! (That 8 bucks from the
Dead should cover it!) Do you
have any money? Big kiss!
(HE!) Love, Mary JaneMYERSI
~EM~Y~:-=Y~O~U~'=R=E-::A:-=GREAT
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
I l'M LOOKING FORPhi Delts: See you at the
D TO MORE FUN TIMES . float. Build, Build, Build!
H YOUI LOVE, YOUR Pomp, Pomp, Pomp!
"A ZETA MOM-BOBBIE
.,-:-::--,--------10/20
10/20
KARI DABROWSKI: Happy
~h-e7"1----=G=-o-d-,-e man: 21 st B-Day Mom! No more
ecoming is gonna be counting down! Alpha Phi love
met Can't wait to meet & mine, Tracey. P.S. She
your PIKE BUD
knows that I know, etc.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
10/20
~H:-:B::-cA~U~M7":-::C::-cO::c:N::cG=RATUThe Women of DELTA ZETA ION S ON BEING THE
would like to congratulate all
3
HOMECOMING
winners of window painting.
EN!! YOU LOOKED Everyone's window looked
UTIFUL REPRESENT- great!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
THE BEST HOUSE ON
PUS!! ALPHA GAM
KEVIN ST. ANGEL: CONE, YOUR ROOMMIE- GRATULATIONS on winning
1
HOMECOMING KING!!!! Your
Iii bro couldn't be more proud.
~::-::c:---:---.,.--~10/20
IE: You looked great at Troy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
tion. Love, the Men of
~DELTA RHO.
Good luck to all the sororities
and
fraternities
in
--=---:---:----10/20
Sciaccotta congratulaHomecoming from the Men of
on being elected freshDelta Sigma Phi
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
attendant. We're proud of
I Love, your buds on the Way to go DELTA ZETA and
r.
PI KAPPA ALPHA: Third
Place in Window Painting.
~-=:--:-:-:-:=-:-:---10/20
Y BYLUT: Happy 21st Let's keep up the great work.
I Can you believe you
Go DZPIKA!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
it? You didn't want to
te or anything did you?
KAY HILL of Delta Zeta: Fire
, Tina
Up for Homecoming! From
10/20
Your Pike Homecoming Pal. .. ?
77
~.-:Y7:0~U ' =R=E-=o-=0"771NG A
__________10/20
AT
JOB
WITH Thanx to everyone help ing
COMING. WE REALLY with homecoming! Suzi,
RECIATE IT! LOVE,
Cindy, Tim, and Brian. Keep
SISTERS.
up the good work. Love,
Nicole
=---,------10/20
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
S: Thank you so much
roses on Monday. They CONGRATULATIONS TO
beautiful! You guys are THE MEMBERS OF ESA,
GREATEST]! Love, the
FOR PLACING SECOND IN
of DELTA ZETA
WINDOW PAINTING.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
,.,.,,--=-::--,-,-,----,---10/20
It.I ST. ANGEL: l'M SO Congratulations SHELLY
UD OF MY DAD! LOVE, WHITE of TRI-SIGMA on getR DELTA ZETA DAUGH- ting GREEK OVERALL for
1 BOBBIE
Greek Week 19941 Your sisters are very proud of you.
.,_~:--=----=-:-10/20
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
ha Phi Omega Pledges:
guys are doing a super The Ladies of Delta Zeta
·keep up the good work.
would like to congratulate
Actives
SARAH BAUM of Alpha
Gamma Delta on being
-.--:-:::=-----:----::::-:---10/20
dent Senate Elections, named Homecoming Queen.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
vember
10,
1993.:
berto VOTE!
ASA and D-CHls: KEEP UP
THE GREAT POMPINGI
POMP POMP POMP POMP
POMP POMP POMPI
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
KELLY BELL of AGO: Keep
your head up beautiful.
There's lots of fish in the sea
that are a better catch. DZ
love, Tracie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20

The Men of SIGMA NU would
like to wish everyone the best
of luck at fun games and in
HOMECOMING.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
SEND A WITCH, SPOOK, OR
DRACULA BALLOON BO-K
SPECIAL, $10.00. UP UP &
AWAY, 1503 7TH, 345-9462.
_ _ 10/18,20,22,25,27,29
Scare the socks off a friend!
"Halloween Boos" are coming-stay tuned to The Daily
Eastern News.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
ARIN GULLETT: Your morn
loves you! I bet you wonder
who it is? DELTA ZETA LOVE
???
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
JONESY: Congrats! You're the
coolest! A-Phi love, the 6pack
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/20
AMY SCIACCOTTA: CONGRATULATIONS! YOU'RE
GRANDMA IS SO PROUD OF
YOU! A-PHI LOVE, KIM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/20
JUST SPENCE'S, 1148 6TH
ST. WELCOMES ALL HOMECOM E RS. OPEN MONDAY
THAU SATURDAY,, 2-5 P.M.
345-1469.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/22
Amy Sciaccotta: CONGRATULATIONS on winning HOMECOMING ATTENDANT! I am
so proud of you. Love, Skroll
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
KATHY SACK OF DELTA
ZETA: Have a wonderful
Homecoming Week. Can't
wait to meet you and all your
sisters. Love,, your PIKE BUD
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/20
ASAs: We're sisters by
choice, friends by love. Keep
up the great spirit. Love,
Damiani
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/20
Hay ALPHA PHls, let's make
this the best Homecoming
ever! The Men of LAMBDA
CHI ALPHA.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ 10/20
Leah Maloney: I just wanted
to say thanks for being the
best AGO kid!! Let's go pomping kiddo!! Alpha Garn love,
Keri
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/20
NATE: YOU'RE DOING A
GREAT JOB WITH PLEDG1NG! LOVE, YOUR DELTA
ZETA MOM-BOBBIE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/20
DIANE BROWN of DELTA
ZETA: You looked BEAUTIFUL
at
coronation.
Congratulations on being on
HOMECOMING COURT! Your
sisters are so happy for you!
_ _ _ __ __ _ 10/20
Cassie Simpson, Jennifer
Law, and Lucy Gomes: You
looked be Your Sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20

lvin and Hobbes
~Pll-l'C.'55

lcsKr

KANDY ROTHE: YOU'RE ALL
I EVER WANTED. LOOKING
FORWARD TO A GREAT
HOMECOMING
WEEK.
YOUR SECRET PIKE HOMECOMING PAL.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
Kara Hocking: I know you.
You probably don't remember
me. We had a class together,
who may I be? Let's have a
great homecoming week
together! Your secret Pike
Admirer! See you soon! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
KAPPA DELTA RHO: This
years homecoming fun games
will be a blast. We'll see you
at 4:30. Love, the ASTs
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
MAILBOXES AND PARCEL
DEPOT NOW OPEN IN
TOKENS FOR UPS SHIPPING-OVERNIGHT
AIRSEND OR RECEIVE A FAXCH ECK CASHING-KEYS
MADE-MONEY ORDERS .
ALL KINDS OF PACKING
SUPPLIES AND BOXES OF
ALL SIZES, WE CAN EVEN
PACK YOUR STUFF. FOR
SHIPMENT, WATCH FOR
OUR GRAND OPENING
LOCATED IN TOKENS, UNIVERSITY VILLAGE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29
STACY
HAMM:
Congratulations on being the
AST active of the week. Fox
Ridge was a blast.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
Stephanie Crase: Roses are
red, violets are blue. You're a
Delta Zeta, and I'm a Pike!
Looking forward to a great
week! Your secret Pike admirer! See you soon!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/20
ALEXIS GENETSKI AND
AMY SCIACCOTTA: WE
WERE SO PROUD TO HAVE
YOUR REPRESENT OUR
HOUSE AT CORONATION!
YOU LOOKED BEAUTIFUL!
LOVE, YQUR, ALPH_A P!il
SISTERS
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 10/20
MARY LaROCK: HAVE YOU
EVER BEEN IN A TURKISH
PRISON? Have you ever seen
a grown man naked? Is it
wrong to think another man is
handsome? Is it wrong to
have a PIKE secret admirer?
,---------10/20
Congratulations to Angela
Andrys on your new Exec.
position! We're proud of you!
Phi Sig Love, Your sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
TYLER: Happy Belated
Birthday!!! Hope you had fun!
Vicki
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/20
Great job on window painting
Phi Sigl Way to show your
SPIRIT!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20

by Bill Watterson
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Lislien, TinMan,

do you like

a:iuntry music.?

NOW AT EIU: CUSTOM
POOL CUES BY HUEBLER.
GUARANTEED FOR LIFE.
SHOOT WITH ONLY THE
BEST.
CALL 581-2794
AFTER
6:00.
VISA/
MASTERCARD.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/22
MICHELE VITALE OF DELTA
ZETA: Let's have a great
homecoming week. Your PIKE
secret admirer.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
Good Luck to all the fraternities and sororities during
Homecoming! From the
Women of PHI SIGMA
SIGMA!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
KRISTINE AND ERICA OF
AST: YOU BOTH LOOKED
BEAUTIFUL MONDAY NIGHT.
YOU MADE YOUR SISTERS
VERY PROUD TO BE A TAU!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
DAVE VISKA: You're doing a
great job with Homecoming!
So, smile POTATO BUTT! Jen
loves you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
SARAH BAUM of ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA: We are so
proud of our royal sister. HAIL
TO THE QUEEN!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/20
KIM MCCLOUD OF AST:
Congratulations on getting
lavaliered to DAN REISINGER
(Junior) of KAPPA DELTA
RHO. Tau love, Your Sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/20

Joann Caccamo, Kristin
Brown and Becky Johnson:
You all are doing an AWESOME job with Homecoming!
Thank You! Phi Sig Love, Your
Sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
OH DANA FRANZEN . . . .
YOU GOT WHAT I NEED,
BUT YOU CALL ME YOUR
PIKE FRIEND, THOUGH YOU
DON'T KNOW WHO I AM, OH
DANA FRANZEN!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
TANYA KOONCE: Wonderful
job at coronation. Your
ALPHA GAM sisters are so
proud of you.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20
Arin Gullet of Delta Zeta :
Have a great homecoming
week. From Pledge Ryan of Pi
Kappa Alpha
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/20
TO THE MEN OF SIGMA NU:
WE HAD A GREAT TIME AT
THE
FUNCTION
LAST
WEEK! LOVE, THE WOMEN
OF PHI SIGMA SIGMA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/20
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AND MESSAGE
In
The Dally EMtem News

THE COUNSELING CENTER will hold a Life Skills Seminar,
"Exercise and You" presented by Dr. Thomas Woodall, at noon Oct.
20 in the Areola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. Recreation, especially exercise, is essential to living a
healthy life. Find out from Eastern's own expert how to identify the
best program just for you.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP is holding its wednesday
night Bible Study tonight at 7 p..m. in the Christian ..Qampvs House '
loeated behind Lawson Hal[ - ~ • '
"'·· "" ..., • • J
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN Resource Management will have a speaker meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in Room 307 of Coleman Hall. New
members welcome.
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY will hold its meeting tonight at
6 p.m. in Room 415 of the Physical Science Building.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will hold a meeting today from 4:30-6:30
p.m. in the South Quad. All members are to meet for fun and
games. Current orders and money are due.
HISTORY CLUB WILL meet tonight from 4-5 p.m. in Room 225 of
Coleman Hall. ,
KAPPA ALPHA PSI will hold and All Greek Sip tonight at at the
Kappa House, 915 Sixth St. Each organization is encouraged to
bring their traditional punch.
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT COLLOQUIUM will be today at 4 p.m. in
Room 215 of the Physical Science Building. Laura Tougau will
speak on the topic of "Multiple four-wave mixing in a single-mode
optical fiber."
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate mass at 9 p.m. at
the Newman Center at Ninth Street and Lincoln Avenue. A social
will follow.
WESLEY FOUNDATION STUDENT Center will hold Communion
tonight at 9:30 p.m. in the Wesley United Methodist Chapel. The
Foundation has an informal, student-led Communion Service every
Wednesday night in the chapel of the Wesley United Methodist
church.
WESLEY FOUNDATION STUDENT Center NEW HOPE for students who think they may have a problem with alcohol and other
drugs.Will meet tonight at 6 p.m. in the Student Center, across
from Lawson Hall. For more information call Ben A. at 345-5738 or
Craig N. 345-4181.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will meet for float building tonight at 7
p.m. under the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Walkway. Be
ready to get dirty. For more information call Kristen at 581-3338 or
Jon at 581-san.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS CO.REC Basketball entry deadline is
today from 1-10 p.m. at the Intramural desk of the Student
Recreation Center.
.
DELTA SIGMA PI anyone wanting to order a pair of boxer shorts
should call Wendy Eilers before Oct. 22.
PRE-LAW CLUB will hold its weekly meeting today at 3 p.m. in
Room 207 Coleman Hall. All students are welcome to attend.
PHI ALPHA ETA prospective and previous members must pay
dues by Oct. 22. Dues are late.
BACCHUS WILL NOT meet this week.
BSU IS SELLING Homecoming tickets for BSU concert and dance
in the BSU office from 9 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT STUDENT Senate meeting will be
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Tuscola/Arcola Room of the martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT INVITES all RSO's to visit the Student
Government office fro 9 a.m.-4 p.m. in Room 201 of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union if there are any questions concerning student and organization of the month.
ZOOLOGY CLUB WILL meet tonight at 7 p.m. in Room 201 of the
Life Sciences Building. Dr. Louis Abbott from the University of
Illinois Veterinary school will be speaking on her research.
Please Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY
for any NON-PROFIT event, i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips
should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by NOON
one business day before the date of the event. Example: any
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus
Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL
NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information will not be published.
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Bears trade for Steelers' running bac
PITTSBURGH (AP) - Running back
Tim Worley, exiled "to third-team status following a year's drug suspension,
was traded Tuesday by the Pittsburgh
Steelers to the Chicago Bears for two
conditional draft choices.
Worley, a 1989 first-round draft
pick, had carried 10 times for 32 yards
this season after playing just two
g(Ulles in two seasons due to injuries
and a pair of drug suspensions.
"With Barry Foster here, Tim needs
to go to an offense where he can run
the ball," Steelers coach Bill Cowher

said. "It's a trade that's in everybody's
best ipterests." The Steelers probably
will receive a low-round pick in 1994
and a mid-round choice in 1995. The
Bears are unlikely to have gambled
away a high-round choice for a player
with Worley's history of off-field problems.
Worley, 27, was suspended for six
games in 1991 and all of last season
for violating the NFUs substanceabuse policy. H.e tested positive for
cocaine in 1991, then violated the drug
policy again by skipping two mandato-

ry drug tests in early 1992 to attend
the NBA All-Star game.
Worley, who is making $550,000 in
the fourth year of a five-year, $3.05
million contract, returned this season
to find himself behind both All-Pro
Foster and Leroy Thompson.
· When Foster injured a knee in the
first half of the Steelers' 37-14 victory
Sunday over New Orleans, Thompson
- not Worley - stepped in and gained
101 yards in the second half.
"Tim wants to play, but he was having a difficult time with the role he

Ralston added that the numbers a player puts
up mean nothing if the player doesn't provide
this season.
the leadership. That's not the case though with
"She's taken total charge this season, like she · Van Eekeren.
did during her freshman year," Ralston said.
"Amy definitely provides the leadership,"
"Since she started so strong from her freshman Ralston said. "I couldn't be happier for her. She's
season, I knew that she had a good chance of been a great team player."
reaching the mark."
The record aside, Van Eekeren is pleased with

1 From

Page 10

had to play," Cowher said. "He wan
to play the game and needs to get in
an offense where he can run the b
He needs to play on a regular ba ·
and I'm thrilled for him." Worley co
plained early in the season about
lack of playing time, but did not p
licly ask for a trade.
"He's done whatever we've ask
him to do. He's been a team player
us," Cowher said. "But we're very
fident with what we've got here,
obviously, we felt that way if we m
the trade."

her overall accomplishments and leadership
the floor this season, particularly over the l
four games where the Lady Panthers have h
significant success.
"This is definitely the best I've played
year," Van Eekeren said. "We're all starting
get used to each other now, so it's much easi
But the record is the highlight for sure."

Volleyball _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
'· _ _ _ _ __
• From Page 12
Mid-Con matches, second on the
team in overall bloacks with 27, and
is Eastern's leader in conference hitting percentage at .297.
"We'd rather have her playing the
left side, but she's given us the
· offense we need out of the middle,"
said Ralston. "She's a great one-onone blocker, and she's really stepped

up for us."
up her ability to play well, though."
Along with Piwowarczyk's
Piwowarczyk however, thinks a
improved play has been her leader- little differently.
ship on the floor. Although Ralston
"I feel that I talk a lot on the
doesn't see her as a yeller or a court," Piwowarczyk said. "In some
screamer during a game, she does ways, I think I am (a leader), and I
look at Piwowarczyk as a positive try to help people out on the floor. If
influence for her teammates.
someone makes a mistake, I'll say
"She's been sort of quiet," said 'don't worry, get the next one'. I try
Ralston, "a lot quieter than she was ·to help them with their self-confilast year. The team's been picking dence."

UNIVERSITY BOARD SUBWAY

Piwowarczyk is also confident
the Lady Panthers' chances of rea
ing Mid-Con post-season play,
thought that was dying only t
weeks ago.
"We need to keep doing the t ·
we're doing," Piwowarczyk said.
we keep playing the way we've b
playing, I know we can make t
conference playoffs. We just need
give 100 percent all the time."

eese!.

PRESENTS

COMEDIAN

TOMMY BLAZE
WHEN: TONIGHT 8 P.M.
WHERE: RATHSKELLER- UNION
TICKETS: $1 STUDENTS W/ID
$3 GENERAL PUBLIC

I
I
I 14" Thin Crust Pizza
1 with Any : . . .MONICAL'S I
Topping
: EBPASTAB3I Yes, that's right it's Warbler photo time
I ofOne
Your Choice
:
Starting at
I
I $595 : •$279 . I
Don't miss out.
I 16" Thin
$7.95 with a
:
Pizza Isn't All
I
Schedule a time today.
Crust Pizza
We're Good At.
I
Doug~
I
Warbler group photos Oct. 25 ~ 29
I
Warbler Individual Portraits Oct. 25 - Nov. 5
1~~~~h~i~··~f..Mlid.Ch~Ja;~~
I Sign up for individual portraits Thurs., Fri., Mon., & Tues.
I ~~~·;~~~·;;;~;~~KCh~
EVERYDAY CARRY-OUT
AND DELIVERY SPECIALS!

I

BREADSTICl<S 5 Soft
Breadsticks with Tangy Tomato

Spicy Nacho Cheese Sauce
Add 60..

EXTRACHEESEAddExtraCheese
toyourpizzaandgetanExtraGenerous portion of our choice
Mozzarella .... :..............just 99Gl
Offers expire Oct. 31, 1993.

DELIVERY HOURS:

Monday- Friday, 4 p.m.- Midnight

.._
I

___ _ ----

Present coupon when paying.

. . . . . r>,. .. .

,.;

........ "" . .

at the sign-up table outside the Sugar Shack in the
University Union 8:00 to 4:00
Portraits to be taken in the Sullivan Room, 3rd Floor of the Union

For More Info Contact Mike Hester at 581-2812 or 581-6550

----~-~-·-
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outhern's rushing defense Redbirds _ _ __
orsening in Gateway play
uthern Illinois was just
over by Western Kentucky
Saturday.
e Salukis were thrashed
24 as Western Kentucky
ked up 466 yards on the
d. The loss, the Salukis'
h straight, dropped
them Illinois to 1-5 overThe Southern Illinois
ense is now ranked 112th
of 115 team in Division 1in stopping the run.
rough six games, the
ukis give up an average of
.2 yards on the ground.
y have yielded 1,537 yards
27 4 carries this year, an
e of 5.6 yards per carry.
• If the Salukis' liberal
ense continues, they may
into trouble with Eastem's
ie High when the teams
t in the season finale on
.20.
High jumped into first place
the league in rushing last
k, running for 224 yards
a league-record 48 carries.
moved from third to first in
conference rushing race.

High moved ahead of Indiana
State's David Wright and
Northern lowa's Jeff Stovall.
Wright rushed for only 69
yards - 4 7 under his average,
against Illinois State. Stovall
rushed for 111 yards against
Eastern.
High also moved to lOth in
Division I-AA with his performance.
• With Northern Iowa moving to 3-0 in the Gateway last
Saturday, it sets up a showdown between the purple
Panthers and Western Illinois.
Both teams are 3-0 in league
play entering Saturday's game
in Macomb.
Western won its first three
Gateway games but lost last
Saturday to Central Florida,
35-17. Central Florida is

ranked llth in the nation in
Division I-AA.
Northern Iowa lost its first
two games of the season but
has since won five in a row.
The purple Panthers, who
were preseason picks to win
the league, have won or shared
the Gateway title in each of
the last three seasons.
• Illinois State senior Mike
Williams tied a Gateway
record last Saturday with
three interceptions in the
Redbirds' 27-3 win over
Indiana State. The outside
linebacker compiled 51 yards
in returns including one 15yarder for a touchdown.
For his efforts, Williams was
named the "Gateway Defensive Player of Week." Williams
also recorded three solo tackles.
The win was Illinois State's
first conference victory and
snapped a two-game losing
streak.

- Compiled by Ryan Giusti

lue Jays take·series lead
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - It didn't matter
ere Paul Molitor played, after all. Only
the got to bat.
Molitor defused the DH debate for at least
e game, hitting a two-run triple and a solo
er in leading the Toronto Blue Jays past
e Philadelphia Phillies 10-3 Tuesday night
a 2-1 lead in the World Series.
AL batting champion John Olerud was
t to the bench to make room for Molitor
first base. Olerud sat placidly, trying to
p warm on a night when rain delayed the
for more than an hour, and saw Molitor
· to make three plays he might've made.
Molitor, however, started a nifty double
ay with the bases loaded that ended the

eighth inning after Philadelphia rallied for
one run. Besides, offense, not defense, was
why Blue Jays manager Cito Gaston wanted
Molitor in the lineup.
Molitor, who didn't find out until two
hours before the scheduled start of the game
that he was playing, tripled and scored in
the first inning, homered in the third for a
4-0 lead, walked and scored in the seventh
inning and also singled in the ninth. Molitor,
who batted .332 this season, second in the
league only to Olerud's .363, and is 6 for 11
in the Series.
Roberto Alomar, who had four hits, and
Rickey Henderson, who had two, each scored
twice to_give Pat Hentgen plenty of support.

• From Page 12
lead them so far this season.
''We have had several freshman we have had to play,"
Heacock said. "It wasn't by
design though. It was more
because of some injuries that
have happened."
As a true freshman, running
back Cameron Smith is leading the Redbird in rushing this
season. Smith has rushed for
688 yards and averaged nearly
100 yards per game so far this
season. His 98.3 yards per
game average is fourth in the
Gateway.
A redshirt freshman, Todd
Kurz, has solidfied the Illinois
State kicking game. Kurz, a
Bloomington native, leads the
Gateway in field goals and is
second in the conference in

punting and scoring. He has
connected on 13 of 16 field
goals and 14 of 16 extra point
attempts. His average of 1.83
field goals per game ranks him
second in Division I-AA in that
category. He is averaging 38
yards per punt with a long
punt of 70 yards this year.
"Both Cameron and Todd
have done well for us so far
this year," Heacock said. "We
also have some other freshman
like (free safety) Lonnie
Robinson and (nose guard) Jim
Concklin on defense that have
done a good job for us."
Robinson is lOth on the
team in tackles and Concklin
is 19th.
"This appears to be a pretty
good group (of freshmen),"
Heacock added.

• From Page 12

you have to do," said Ivers.
"Wh.en I play, I just keep
thinking, 'I got a shot at
winning.'"
Ivers knows his team is
not as powerful as others in
the Mid-Con, but that does
not get him down.
"I think we have a lot of
talent," said Ivers. "We have
potential, so hopefully we
can get it together."
Along with his third-place
finish in the Mid-Con
Tournament, Ivers also had
the pleasure of beating his
younger brother Brett in
doubles competition. Brett is
a freshman at Western
Illinois and fell victim to
Ryan,-Rlldl freshman Jason
Hotsinpiller at No. 3 doubles.
Ivers said he always gets
pumped up to play when he
faces his brother in competition. "I always want to kick
his ass," Ivers said.

Conference Tournament
which was held at Eastern.
Ivers took third place at No.
6 singles. Only two of his
teammates finished as high
in the tournament.
Ivers doesn't expect to win
all of his matches, but he
knows the possibility is
there.
"I look at it like I have a
chance to beat anybody at
No. 6," said Ivers. "If I was
playing at No. 1, you know
you're 'going to go up against
a tough player, but at No. 6
it kind of fluctuates and
there's not as much of a
gap."
Ivers plays both doubles
and singles but puts his
preference at singles.
"Tennis is so_ much differ~n t
from other sports
because it's just you out
there, and you know what

DIVISION OF RECREATIONAL

SPORTS
Weekend Alternatives to the Bars Program

DATES
(Fri-Sat)

HOURS

TEAM*
SPORTS

ENTER"on the
Spot"(9~

Activities

Oct. 22-23 - ' 10-12

Don't 01iss our
$1.99
Spaghetti Special
Every Wednesday!
• Large Dining Area
• Poor Boy Sandwiches
•Salads, Beer & Wine

345-3890
or

345-3400
1600 LINCOLN
CHARLESTON --

Men's & Women's
3 on 3 Basketball

Rummy

29-30

10-12

Co-Ree
4 on 4 Volleyball

Eueker

Nov. 5

10-12

Whiffleball

Table Tennis

12-13

10-12

3 week leagues

Free Throw

19-20

10-12

Men's &Women's
Basketball &
Co-Ree

Cribbage

Dec. 3-4

10-12

Volleyball

Badminton

*Entry Deadline is prior the weekend events on Thursday at 10 p.m. For
more information ca/1581-2821.
The SRC AND OTHER FACILITIES (Racquetball courts, Lantz Gym and
Fieldhouse) will be available for open recreation.

Middle hitter sparks spikers
By RANDY LISS

Staff writer
The date was Saturday,
Oct. 9. The Lady Panthers
stood at 2-4 in the Midco-ntinent conference and,
after a five-set loss to the
University of Illinois at
. Chicago the night before,
were in danger of putting a
major dent in their playoff
hopes going into a road
match with conference rival
Valparaiso.
That was when Sherri
Piwowarczyk decided to come
alive.
The junior middle hitter
collected 10 kills and 17 ·digs
in Eastern's straight-set 3-0
victory, which placed the
Lady Panthers into a threeway tie with UIC and Vaipo
for fifth place in the conference.
And just this past weekend, in two more must-win
matches
for
Eastern,
Piwowarczyk slammed home
a season-high · 18 kills
against the University of
Wisconsin-Green Bay and 17
kills against the University
of Wi's consin-Milwaukee as
the Lady Panthers ·p ulled off
a rare homestand sweep,
upJ>in.g their conference mark
t<Nl~itJ~ cn~n

COiTJf'T.GTT\''1.Tf.i"•·"

A casual recap of Eastem's
roller-coaster season thus far
could easily go something
like this - good offensive play
· from Piwowarczyk equals
Lady Panther victories.
Coincidence?
"It's hard to say," said
Piwowarczyk. "I don't know if
, there's a connection or not.

, I'd say it's coincidence."
Maybe. But the statistics
don't lie. After a successful
sophomore season in which
she accumulated 99 kills and
154 digs as Eastern's first
player off the bench,
Piwowarczyk stumbled during Eastem's rough 1-5 start
this season, averaging just over three kills and four digsper-match.
Piwowarczyk turned it
around, however, picking up
27 kills and 36 digs as the
Lady Panthers finished in
second place in the Missouri
Invitational
in
midSeptember. Also, in Eastem's
2-1 Mid-Con opening road
trip, she knocked home 29
kills and had 17 digs with a
hitting percentage of .411.
"She did start out kind of
slowly," said Lady Panther
head coach Betty Ralston.
"She was our best player in
the spring, though, so we
knew what she could do. She
took a while to get going, but
she's the other person we've
needed to step up. ,,
"She's got her hitting percentage in the conference up.
to almost .300, and that's the
Sherri we saw last spring."
"I think it's mostly more
s,elfu~Q,IlS~~~Jtf~·-".i l.CN f?.ai4
Pi)Viow;t;H;czyk .of her revival Of
sorts. "I thi~k my problems
were more mental rather
than physical."
Whatever it was, it has
obviously been corrected.
Piwowarczyk is currently
second on the team in conference kills with 112 in nine
• Continued on Page 10

By DON O'BRIEN

Staff editor

ANDREW VERCOUTEREN/Senior photographer

Junior Sherri Piwowarczyk readies herselffor a block during a Lady Panthers practice Tuesday in McAfee Gym

Van Eekeren sets assist milestone
By ANTHONY NASELLA

Staff writer
Senior setter Amy Van Eekeren knew
that it was just a matter of time.
A four-year starter for the Eastern
volleyball team, Van Eekeren notched
another milestone in her career by
becoming the Lady Panthers' all-time
assist leader during Eastem's five-game
match victory over Wisconsin-Green
Bay Friday night at McAfee Gym.
She surpassed Donna Sicher, a Lady
Panther volleyball player from 1986-89,
who racked up 3,244 assists in her
career. Van Eekeren now has 3,317

Redbirds
"Winning
despite
injuries

assists in her career at
Eastern.
"This really caps off
a rewarding career,"
Van Eekeren said.
"This is a great accomplishment to reach. I
knew I would eventually get it sooner or
later."
Amy
Van Eekeren, who
Van Eekeren has reached the 40/20
club (assists/digs) in
three games this season, including five
in her career, admits the record wasn't
the most prominent thought in her

mind during the Wisconsin-Green Bay
match last Friday.
"I was thinking about it before the
weekend games," Van Eekeren said of
the possibility of breaking the record. "I
wasn't thinking that much about it
though during the match. I'm glad it
happened.
"It just took a lot of hard work and
consistency over four years to reach it,"
she added.
And coach Betty Ralston said she has
seen that consistency in Van Eekeren
tliroughout her whole career, especially

t Continued on Page 10

The turning point i
Illinois State's season w
the Redbirds' 37-27 vict;o.;
ry over highly ranked
McN eese State in the
third week of the season.
The win pushed th
Redbirds over the .50
mark at 2-1, vaulted the
into the Division I-A
national rankings an
seemingly gave the tea
some momentum headi
into Gateway Conferen
play. But with the victory;
Illinois State had to pay.
The Redbirds los
senior offensive guar
Albert Betts for the re
of the season with a kn
injury. Betts, Illinoi
State's captain, was a p
season All-Gateway pie
and a preseason All
American selection b
College Football Previe
Magazi:qe.
"He was the backbon
of our offense," Illinoi
State coach Jim Heacoc
said. "We miss him as
player, but I think w
miss him more as a lead
er-type guy."
At 2 p.m. Saturday, th
Redbirds, minus Bettis
come to O'Brien Stadiu
for a conference gam
with Eastern. Illinoi
State comes into the ga
with a 4-3 overall mar
and a 1-2 Gateway reco
Since losing Betts, Illino·
State has won two of fo
games including a 27._whipping of Indiana Sta
last weekend.
The Panthers, who
1-5 overall and 0-3 in th
Gateway, will be trying
snap a five-game losin
streak in front of
Homecoming crowd.
The Redbirds have ha
to count on freshmen
• Continued on Page 11

Ivers' consistency boost
~underdog' ·tennis squad
By PAUL DEMPSEY

Staff writer

LANDON FULLER/Staff photographer

· ~unior Ryan Ivers practices on his game Tuesday.

Eastern's men's tennis team has been the
underdog in a majority of its matches this
season. When this happens to a team, the
coach looks for individuals who can step up
and play consistently, as well as pull off the
occasional upset.
This year, Ryan Ivers has been one of the
contributors to an Eastern team that has
played up to expectations, and even surpassed them.
Ivers is a junior finance major who comes
from Dunlap, Ill., a small town outside of

Peoria. He did not have a lot of high sch
tennis experience before coming to Easte
but that was because his school did not o
nize a team until his senior year.
Ivers arrived at Eastern and became p
of a very young team. At the moment he
one of only three upperclassmen. Thr
sophomores and one freshman round out
rest of the team.
In his first two years on the team, Iv
consistently played at the .500 mark, wi ·
as many matches as he lost. This year, Iv
has continued his consistency but also s
prised some people at the Mid-Contine
• Continued on Page 11

